
PLAY PROPOSAL 
“As You Like It” 

 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

I. General summary:  Shakespeare's comedy AS YOU LIKE IT is a lyrical ensemble piece 
with some of his greatest characters and poetry, with humor that ranges from witty 
wordplay to rowdy vulgarity;  it offers a variety of good roles to a large ensemble cast of 
varying ages and genders. 

 
II. Proposal submitted by 

o Cara King 
o Caltech Affiliation:  community (spouse of alum/spouse of visiting 

faculty) 
o CaraKingOnline@yahoo.com 

 
 

III. Project description 
o AS YOU LIKE IT by William Shakespeare 
o Genre of show:  Shakespearean comedy 
o Number of characters (male, female):  21 named characters, though we could go 

with fewer actors if we double-up smaller roles.  As written, 17 male and 4 female 
roles, but I calculate that from 4 to 8 male characters could be turned into female 
characters (detailed breakdown below), and several more male characters could 
stay male characters and have actresses playing them.  (The show involves 
cross-dressing in a fantasy setting, which gives great latitude to a director who 
wishes to cast any way she/he wants in order to accommodate actors or as a 
means of meta-commentary on gender).  Which leaves us with:  Male:  6-17; 
Female:  4-15. 

o General description of the show – plot, themes, etc:  Super-mean Duke Frederick 
(who could be female) got power-mad and stole the throne belonging to his/her 
older brother Duke Senior, who now lives like Robin Hood with merry men (i.e. 
exiled lords who tell jokes and sing) and with the melancholy (or is he/she just 
sulky?) Jaques in the legendary Forest of Arden.  As if the usurping Duke 
Frederick hadn't already done quite enough evil deeds, he/she grows angry at his 
super-cool niece Rosalind and exiles her, but wait! little did the evil duke realize 
that his beloved daughter Celia would run away with her cousin Rosalind!  That'll 
teach you, dad!   Celia even steals away the court fool, Touchstone, and they all 
end up in--yep!--that very symbolic Forest of Arden.  Meanwhile, Rosalind's new 
super-hot boyfriend Orlando has run away from his evil older brother Oliver, also 
to... the Forest of Arden!  Cross-dressing lessons in love, poems nailed to trees, 
proud shepherd girls, weird love triangles, and lots fun round out the story until 
the wicked reform, love is won, and a couple people become monks just for the 
heck of it.   
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IV. Director (not required) 

o It's possible that Todd Brun might be willing to do it...but he's neither attached nor 
committed at this time. 

 
DETAILED INFORMATION 

I. Reasons for the proposed show 
-- Widely considered one of Shakespeare's greatest plays 
-- No royalties! 
-- can be done outdoors 
-- audiences love Shakespeare comedies in the summer 
-- Shakespeare draws lots of actors to auditions 
-- beautiful verse, which is a great experience for all involved 
-- lots of great roles 
-- can fit a very large cast, but cast could also be smaller 
-- many roles that could go male or female, and a good number that could be older 
or younger, so we could accommodate whoever tries out 
-- scenery should be simple;  costuming could be simple, depending on 
preferences of director & costumer 
-- Although TACIT did it in 2006, there are only a few folks who were involved 
in that production who now generally do Explicit summer shows, so I feel enough 
time has gone by that it's not too soon to repeat it. 
 
 

II. Technical Aspects 
o Ideas for the show:  Should be done out of doors.  
o Sets, costumes, lights, props required:  Nothing extraordinary (no buck-baskets!) 

Would work with almost no scenery (let's use those rocks again!)  Similar lighting 
to Merry Wives.  Few props.  Needs a wrestling scene choreographed, and should 
have at least one person singing.  We want more "in the forest" scenes than we 
had in Merry Wives, but because a sound-break is helpful at Alumni House, we'd 
have to figure out how to handle the noise issues if we do it there.  

 
 
CAST BREAKDOWN (the way I see it;  the age estimate is the age of the character, not the 
actor): 
 
LEAD ROLES: 
 
Rosalind:      Female, young 
Orlando:       Male, young 
Touchstone: Male Character, could be played by female;  any age.  
Celia:            Female, young 
Duke Senior: Male character (or maybe...female?) but could be played by woman;  age is  
         middle-aged or older 
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Jaques:  Male or possibly female(?);  could be played by female;  any age. 
Oliver:  Male:  young or middle-aged. 
Phebe:  Female, young. 
Silvius:  Male, young. 
Duke Frederick:  Any gender;  middle-aged or older. 
Corin:  Any gender, middle-aged or older. 
Adam:  Any gender;  character is old. 
Le Beau:  Any gender, any age. 
Audrey:  Female, any age. 
Amiens:  Probably male, any age. 
Charles the wrestler:  Male, probably young. 
Hymen:  any gender, any age. 
William:  Male, probably young. 
Jaques de Bois:  any gender, younger than Oliver. 
Sir Oliver Martext:  male, any age. 
Dennis:  any gender, any age. 
(All the miscellaneous lords, pages, etc could be tacked on to the above roles, or could be 
separate.) 
 
 
.  
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